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Abstract—Current methods used to design multiplierless dig-
ital filter have demonstrated their potential to construct low
complexity circuits from multiplier blocks with few adders in
order to replace the multipliers of standard Finite Impulse
Response structures. However, the traditional approach only
provides a local optimization as it need to rely to defined
circuit architectures, such as the direct form structure. This
paper presents a population-based metaheuristic that constructs
multiplierless non-recursive filters without referring to any circuit
topology. Simulations demonstrate that our algorithm is able to
design typical digital filters, such as low-pass and high-pass filters,
that can be used in communication systems and that need a
significantly reduced amount of power to process the signal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital filters are essential building blocks of communica-
tion systems, where they are used to execute various basic
functions such as mixer image rejection, pulse shaping, mod-
ulation and demodulation. The principal trend that has been
followed to reduce the complexity of digital filters is to design
multiplierless filters. The key of the algorithms proposed in
this sense is that the constant coefficient multipliers from
standard non-recursive Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters
can be realized as a network of shifts, adders and substractors,
also named multiplier block. Therefore, the problem of low
complexity multiplierless filter design have been mostly stud-
ied through the resolution of the NP-Hard Multiple Constant
Multiplication (MCM) problem, that consists in finding a
multiplier block with the fewest number of additions and
subtractions from a set of constants. In a case of a digital
filter, these constants correspond to the coefficient of the
transfer function. Among the existing algorithms that try to
solve the MCM problem, three principal approaches can be
distinguished:
• digit-based recoding [1], [2], that generates the decom-

position of the coefficients directly from their digit rep-
resentation;

• common subexpression elimination [3], [4], [5], that tries
to find common subpatterns in the representation of the
coefficients;

• graph-based algorithms [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], that it-
eratively construct the graph representing the multiplier
blocks.

Finally, let us note that, other approaches than MCM algo-
rithms have also been considered to build multiplierless FIR

filters [11], [12], [13] Although all these techniques allow de-
signing accurate low complexity digital filters using a reduced
quantity of adders, the optimization they provide relies on
regular circuit architectures, such as the direct or the transpose
form, because they only focus on the replacement of the
multipliers. Unlike these methods, our algorithm considers the
construction of the whole circuit from the input to the output
without constraining its structure to a particular topology. This
particularity enables the obtained circuits to be less complex,
as well as to consume less power than circuits designed by
traditional approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
model we use to represent and evaluate the circuits, whereas
section III introduces our population-based metaheuristic to
construct non-recursive circuits with unconstrained topology.
Sections IV and V give the example of both a low-pass filter
and a high-pass filter designed by our algorithm, and compare
them to equivalent filters constructed using current design
methods. Finally, section VI concludes the paper and indicates
further research directions.

II. PROBLEM MODELING

A. Composition of the circuits

As our algorithm simultaneously designs a multiplierless
filter and optimizes its global structure, it always starts from
an empty circuit that only contains an input and and output. It
then inserts and removes elements in the circuit until reaching
a stopping condition defined from the quality of the circuit.
Only a set of specific circuit components, or primitive opera-
tors, can be inserted/removed: adders (”+”), left shifts (”←”),
right shifts (”→”), inverters (”B◦”), and delays (”z−1”). Before
starting the filter design process, the available quantity of each
circuit component must be determined by the user.

B. A metric to evaluate filters

Unlike traditional methods that focus on the replacement of
multipliers, our metaheuristic directly implements a filter that
satisfies at best a set of desired specifications. In the examples
we show in the paper, these specifications are defined as a
minimal level (M−(ω)) and a maximal level (M+(ω)) of
magnitude tolerated for each normalized frequency ω ∈ [0,1].
The quality of a given filter F is thus measured by the fitness
function Z(F ) that calculates the average squared distance
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between the filter magnitude M(ω) and the interval of
tolerated magnitudes [M−(ω),M+(ω)] among all normalized
frequencies 0≤ ω ≤ 1:

Z(F ) = ∑
ω∈[0,1]

β (ω) min
((

M(ω)−M−(ω)
)2
,
(
M(ω)−M+(ω)

)2
)
)

;

(1)

where:

• β (ω) =

{
0 if M−(ω)≤M(ω)≤M+(ω)
1 else .

The aim of the algorithm is to find one or several feasi-
ble filters F ∗ that respect the desired specifications for all
frequencies, i.e., such that Z(F ∗) = 0.

C. Constraints of the problem

Since the circuits are not restricted to any topology, the
algorithm has to deal with only 4 trivial constraints:

• C1: Adders have two inputs and the other components
have only one input;

• C2: There exists a path between every component in the
circuit and the circuit output;

• C3: There is no loop in the circuit;
• C4: A circuit cannot contain more units of a component

type than its available quantity.

Constraints 1 and 2 validate the feasibility of the circuit
structure, while constraint 3 ensures that the filter is non-
recursive (i.e., its impulse response is finite) by forbidding any
feedback loop. Finally, constraint 4 is proper to our algorithm
and checks that we respect the quantity of ressources available
to design the filter.

III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

A. Initialization heuristic

The initialization heuristic is used to determine, from no
previous knowledge, a first set of solutions with an acceptable
level of performance that will then be fed to the population-
based metaheuristic. To do so, the heuristic first calculates
all the possible ways to assemble a reduced quantity of
maxAdd0 adders (in the experimentations, this value is fixed
to maxAdd0 = 4 adders). Then, for each identified adder
configuration, it tries to insert every other component (delay,
shift, inverter) one by one at every possible place in the circuit,
until it cannot find an insertion that improve the fitness of
the circuit. Once every configuration have been studied, it
finally selects the P best circuits computed by the heuristic,
that will become the population for the first generation of
the population-based algorithm. An advantage of this heuristic
is that it guarantees a good degree of heterogeneity in the
population as none of the P circuits has the same adder
configuration.

B. A local search to optimize the structure of a single filter

The population-based algorithm that we elaborated is based
on the iterative use of a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)
on a set of circuits. Variable Neighborhood Search [14] is
one of the most common local search metaheuristics with
tabu search and simulated annealing. The principle of a VNS
consists in optimizing a single solution by consecutively ex-
ploring a defined quantity of neighborhoods. If the exploration
of the nth neighborhood of a solution s leads to a better
solution s′ (i.e., Z(s′) < Z(s)), the algorithm move to s′ and
then explore the first neighborhood of s′. If the exploration of
the nth neighborhood of s does not lead to a better solution,
the algorithm explores the (n+ 1)th neighborhood of s. The
VNS stops if the exploration of the last neighborhood does
not improve the current solution.
In our framework, we highlighted 4 neighborhoods:
• N1: Insert a delay, a shift or an inverter in the circuit;
• N2: Remove a delay, a shift or an inverter from the circuit;
• N3: Insert an adder in the circuit;
• N4: Insert two adders in the circuit.
Our algorithm adds an extra parameter to the typical VNS

process: maxAddg. This parameter, that is specific to our
design problem, is used in order to control the exploration
of the neighborhood N3 and N4 by restricting the number of
adders authorised in the circuits of a generation g to be less
or equal than maxAddg.

C. A population-based metaheuristic to design non-recursive
filters

The population-based metaheuristic starts from the P
circuits constructed by the initialization heuristic, and then
iteratively improves this population from a generation to the
next one by applying the VNS. At a given generation g, it
independently performs the VNS previously introduced to
each circuit of the population, while limiting the number of
adders in the circuits to a maximum value of maxAddg. Each
time that the VNS is applied, the P′ best solutions encountered
are stored. So, once a generation has been improved, the
algorithm has P×P′ candidates among which it proceed to
a tournament selection to extract the P circuits for the next
generation g + 1. Before improving the new generation of
circuits, the maximum quantity of adders for the generation
g+1 is increased to maxAddg+1 = min(maxAddg +2 , NAdd),
where NAdd indicates the available quantity of adders that has
been precised before running the method. Several stopping
conditions can be used to terminate the search process. In our
experiments, the algorithm stops once it has found a given
number of feasible filters or when a number of generations
have been considered, i.e., the maximum number of iterations
is fixed.

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLES

Our algorithm was applied to design two communication
filters, a low-pass filter Fl p and a high-pass filter Fhp respec-
tively defined from the specification masks:
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M−l p(ω) =−1, M+

l p(ω) = 0, if 0≤ ω ≤ 0.4
M−l p(ω) =−∞, M+

l p(ω) =−1, if 0.4 < ω < 0.78
M−l p(ω) =−∞, M+

l p(ω) =−40, if 0.79≤ ω ≤ 1
;

and
M−hp(ω) =−∞, M+

hp(ω) =−50, if 0≤ ω ≤ 0.1
M−hp(ω) =−∞, M+

hp(ω) =−1, if 0.1 < ω < 0.35
M−hp(ω) =−1, M+

hp(ω) = 0, if 0.36≤ ω ≤ 1
.

Fig. 1. Structure of the low-pass filter Fl p.

Fig. 2. Structure of the high-pass filter Fhp.

The initialization heuristic parameter was fixed to

maxAdd0 = 4 adders, whereas the metaheuristic population
size was set to P = 20 and the available quantity of each
component type (adders, delays, left shifts, right shifts, invert-
ers) was equal to 25. The algorithm stopped once it found
one feasible filter for each specification mask. It ran on a
2.8 GHz processor using 2.5 GB of memory for 2 minutes
and 45 minutes to respectively build the circuits of Fl p and
Fhp.
The asymmetrical structure of the two circuits obtained, shown
on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, clearly demonstrates that filters designed
by our algorithm do not follow any conventional architecture,
such as typical FIR filters, as they have their proper topology.
Mathematical analysis of these filters reveals the following
transfer functions:

Hl p(z) =−64−64.5z−1 +31.5z−2−175.5z−3−731z−4

−779.375z−5−147.75z−6 +248.125z−7 +124z−8 (2)
and
Hhp(z) =−1−7z−1 +15z−2−5z−3 +46z−4−95.5z−5

+17z−6 +45.6875z−7 +0.875z−8−7.5625z−9

−8.25z−10−7z−11 +1.50391z−12 +5.99219z−13

+2.00391z−14−3z−15. (3)

Fig. 3 and Fig.4 show that both filter frequency and
phase responses enable their use in applications such as in
communication systems.

Fig. 3. Frequency and phase response of the low-pass filter Fl p designed
by our algorithm.

Fig. 4. Frequency and phase response of the high-pass filter Fhp designed
by our algorithm.

V. POWER ESTIMATION

In this section, we estimate the energetic usage of the two
filters Fl p and Fhp constructed by our algorithm and compare
it to those of filters designed using current state-of-the-art mul-
tiplierless filter design methods BHM [8] and Hcub [10]. All
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE POWER ESTIMATION BETWEEN Fl p LOW-PASS

FILTER, ITS EQUIVALENT FILTER AND ITS EQUAL FILTER.

Unconstrained Transposed direct form FIR
topology structure

Equivalent Equal
Pop.-based VNS Hcub BHM Hcub BHM

Adder cost 10 19 21 22 28
GP count 150 420 253 689 307
Input load 5 5 10 6 14
Max. depth 10 12 10 13 12

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE POWER ESTIMATION BETWEEN Fhp HIGH-PASS

FILTER, ITS EQUIVALENT FILTER AND ITS EQUAL FILTER.

Unconstrained Transposed direct form FIR
topology structure

Equivalent Equal
Pop.-based VNS Hcub BHM Hcub BHM

Adder cost 23 30 35 32 40
GP count 573 1496 744 1410 1272
Input load 7 8 16 8 18
Max. depth 15 21 19 19 19

the circuits built from BHM and Hcub algorithms follow the
transposed direct form FIR filter structure and use coefficients
with a wordlength of 17 bits. In the experiments, Fl p and Fhp
filters are compared to their equal filter, that has the exact same
transfer function than them, as well as to their equivalent filter,
which is the minimal order FIR filter that respects the same
specifications than them. Equivalent filters have been designed
using the filter design and analysis tool of Matlab.
Adders are the central element of multiplierless filters. There-
fore, the number of adders contained in the circuits, also
known as the adder-cost of the circuit, has traditionally been
used to evaluate the complexity and the power consumption of
such filters. Tab.I and Tab.II tend to show that our algorithm
provides filters with a better energy consumption than Hcub
and BHM as Fl p and Fhp filters use between 47% and 64%,
and between 23% and 42% less adders than their equivalent
and equal filters. Besides, although the adder-cost is a usual
empirical metric to evaluate the power consumption, [15]
and [9] proved that other metrics, such as GP count that
estimates the glitching/switching activity, were more suitable.
Considering this metric, Fl p and Fhp filters should require
much less power than Hcub and BHM filters as they reach
significantly smaller total GP count values. In their study, [15]
and [9] also consider other factors (the capacitive load of the
circuit input and the maximum depth of the circuit) that affects
the power consumption. For all these criteria, our algorithm
also reaches better or similar results than BHM and Hcub for
all circuit measured.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new approach that designs non-
recursive digital multiplierless filters which, unlike filters
constructed from traditional algorithms, do not need to rely
to any defined architecture. The described population-based

VNS thus optimizes the global structure of the circuit by
iteratively assembling elements until reaching a set of desired
specifications. The analysis of both a low-pass filter and a
high-pass filter constructed by our algorithm proved that,
despite the atypical structure of their circuits, these filters are
suitable to be used in complex applications such as in com-
munication systems. Besides, empirical estimations based on
simple traditional circuit metrics such as the maximum depth
or the adder-cost, as well as on more accurate metrics, such
as the total GP count that considers the glitching/switching
activity, demonstrated that the unconstrained topology of our
circuits enabling them to consume less power than filters
designed with current algorithm. Future works will study
the performance of our filters when they are implemented
on FPGA, as their innovative topology and their small size
should allow them to both increase their maximum supported
data rate and decrease their hardware resource requirement.
Finally, this new methodology is very promising as it could
be applied to various applications involving digital circuits,
including equalizers, modulators or data converters.
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